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RW Rec - Week 2 / Session 3

Description
Beginner technical session

Set up a 12x12yd area with a cone in each corner. Put a 3x3 yd
square in the middle. Players should be split evenly on the 4
outside corner cones.
 
On go, players dribble from the outer cone to the nearest inner
cone, turn, and dribble back to the starting point.
 
1) Begin with players performing any turn they would like. Let them
get comfortable with the distance and spacing.
2) Follow up with a competition phase (~45 seconds) where they
compete with the other corners to get as many repetitions as
possible
3) Introduce specific turns (inside/outside cut, pull back, step over,
Cruyff) and repeat steps 1 & 2.
 
Notes: Encourage under control dribbling with the proper
surfaces.  When we change direction we should be changing our
speed.

Turning Square (10 mins)

Players are split into two teams and stand on either side of coach,
with all balls.
 
1) On go, players will run around the goal they are defending -
coach will play out ball
2) Players go 1v1 and try to score - if goal is scored or ball goes
out, two new players
 
1pt - regular goal
2pts - goal and use of turning move worked on in the Turning
Square activity
 
Play for time or certain score - losing team does a fun punishment
(silly salmon, Harley, star jumps, etc)
 
Notes: Use this activity to introduce how to defend.  Body between
the ball and the goal (goal side), waiting for the dribbler to mistake
and not lunging at the ball.

1v1's (10 mins)

Game Play (30x20yd)
4v4 with Kick-ins, no goalkeepers.
Keep numbers low to encourage more opportunities for touches
on the ball.
 
Notes: Subs every 3-4 minutes, continue to encourage proper
dribbling!

Game Play (20 mins)
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